Wednesday,
March 7th \ 7pm

ISLAMIC FEMINISMS

Reflections on Intersectionality and Religion

Book launch and round table with the author Lana Sirri (Maastricht), Amal Abu-Bakare (Aberystwyth) and Dino Suhonic (Maruf, Amsterdam).
Moderation: Nahed Samour (Berlin).

In the wake of ever growing anti-Muslim tendencies in Germany and globally we would like to ask how far we need to start including religion more explicitly in our examinations of the intersection of different axes of oppression. How can this be helpful and important for the development of strategies in dealing with manifestations of anti-Muslim racism? How can network building be facilitated by an analysis of these phenomena?

On this evening we would like to bring together different perspectives from Islamic feminists and open a space in which these questions can be examined and discussed in a congenial mindful atmosphere. We are looking forward to welcoming guests from a range of professional and activist backgrounds and warmly invite participants with basic knowledge on theories of intersectionality and Islamic feminisms.

Language: Spoken English
Location: xart splitta, Hasenheide 73, 10967 Berlin. (Pls. ring at xart splitta/w–orten und meer)
An event by xart splitta in cooperation with w–orten und meer